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Abstract 
This paper presents image-based rendering related 

techniques; (1)a computer vision technique to esti- 
mate accurate epipolar geometry and (2) a n  image 
coding technique to compress multiple-viewpoint im- 
ages, which are stored for reconstruction of any arbi- 
trary view of 3-0 object, with the epipolar geometry. 
Uhlike other epipolar geometry estimation techniques 
based o n  the correct sets of feature point correspon- 
dence, which i s  hardly given in practice, the proposed 
method minimizes absolute luminance diflerence be- 
tween two images with respect to seven epipolar ge- 
ometry parameters. I n  the framework of block match- 
ing, the absolute luminance difference between the t- 
wo images can be represented by the seven parame- 
ters with which a nonlinear robust regression follows. 
W e  apply the epipolar geometry estimation technique 
to  multiple-viewpoint image coding. That practically 
contributes to improving the coding eficiency,  where 
more than 1000 viewpoint images are coded by a type 
of predictive coding based on epapolar geometry. The 
experimental results show that the compression ratio 
attains to 1/100 and more. 

1 Introduction 
Image-based rendering is a promising approach in 

computer graphics(CG) to reconstruct any arbitrary 
view of 3-D real object without having its 3-D data[l]. 
Unlike 3-D object rendering in traditional CG, image- 
based rendering requires a huge set of images. Fig. 
1 shows our image capturing system that takes 1500 
images (i.e., 350M Bytes images) to  reconstruct any 
arbitrary view. We take an approach, “compression 
of a huge set of multiple-viewpoint images.” Suppose 
more than 1000 images are captured by a moving cam- 
era depicted in Fig. 2, the 3-D relative motion between 
the camera and the object result in temporal change’ 
in the 2-D image plane. In multi-viewpoint images(in 
short, MV images), the 2-D temporal change is smal- 
l and there is similarity between two adjacent view- 
points. Thus, we can apply predictive image coding 
scheme taking one image or more as reference, like 
moving picture coding standards such as MPEG[2]. 

~~ ~ 

‘To be exact it is not “temporal” but “inter-viewpoint.’’ 

Figure 1: Multi-Viewpoint Image Capturing System. 

To compress MV images, actually we use motion- 
compensated DC (MC-DCT) scheme but extend it 
with a sophisticated motion compensation method. 
To reduce inter-frame redundancy, a traditional MC- 
DCT scheme takes 16 x 16 pixels square block with 2D 
motion vector as depicted in Fig. 3. Here, note that 
the 2-D temporal change can be modeled by a rigid 
motion projection model in MV images. That is the 
epipolar geometry, the only generally-known geomet- 
ric constraint that exists between two projections of a 
single rigid object from different viewpoints. 

Tsai[3] and B. Girod[4] suggested the idea of motion 
compensation along a linear trace defined by Epipolar 
geometry(epipo1ar motion compensation) in predictive 
image coding. With the epipolar constraints, motion 
compensation in coding MV images can take a block 
with 1-D motion vector as depicted in Fig. 4. They, 
however, have not shown the real usage of Fig. 4, 
since neither a geometry estimation technique nor a 
compression application with rigid body motion has 
not been practically available before. On the contrary, 
we have a well-motivated application, compression of 
MV images, which have only rigid body motion in the 
2-D image plane. 

The remaining issues are a geometry estimation 
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object 

Figure 2: Relative motion between object and camera. 

technique and to show how it works for the compres- 
sion of MV images. We will describe them in the fol- 
lowing sections. 

2 Epipolar Geometry 
2.1 Basic idea 

Longuet-Higgins[5] has proposed an epipolar con- 
straint estimation algorithm under the assumption 
that the correct sets of feature point correspondence 
are given. It is known as eight-point algorithm. He has 
shown that if at least eight sets of correspondence are 
obtained, the epipolar constraint is obtained by solv- 
ing eight simultaneous linear equations. One common 
approach is based on repetitive hypothesis-and-test 
procedures. Olsen[G] has proposed an epipolar estima- 
tion algorithm that uses a linear system with a robust 
method. In his method, he solved the linear equations 
by a least squares approach with an M-estimator[7]. 
One drawback of his method is that the algorith- 
m's performance depends heavily on heuristic feature- 
point matching. Zhang, Deriche and Xu[8] [9] [lo] have 
proposed a method using homography in which they 
parameterized the epipolar constraint in a different 
way. Homography is the relation between the epipo- 
lar lines in the first image and those in the second im- 
age. The nonlinear system has only one more param- 
eter than the exact number of the epipolar constraint. 
However, the algorithm's performance still depends on 
a matching heuristics. 

In place of the feature-point matching, we propose 
to minimzze the absolute lumznance daflerence between 
two images with respect to seven epipolar geometry pa- 
rameters. For this minimization, we approximate the 
block matching results of the two images by quadrat- 
ic scalar functions. Each quadratic function repre- 
sents a local absolute luminance difference associated 
with local motion vectors, which are further associated 
with the epipolar parameters. We call the quadratic 
function value a parameterized block correlation[ 111. 
Thus, the absolute luminance difference is represented 
by the sum of parameterized block correlations. We 
estimate the epipolar geometry by minimizing the sum 
of parameterized block correlations with a nonlinear 
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Figure 3: Traditional motion compensation scheme. 
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Figure 4: Epipolar motion compensation. 

robust regression technique. Zhang et al. [8] pointed 
out that block matching might be irrelevant at oc- 
clusion boundaries and within featureless regions. It 
must be noted that the localization of a featureless 
region has two-dimensional uncertainty, and that of a 
boundary region has one-dimensional uncertainty a- 
long the boundaries (i.e., well-known aperture prob- 
lem).  For that reason, the feature point matching ap- 
proach by necessity discards unreliable matches even 
if some of these matches are reliable in a certain di- 
rection. The use of parameterized block correlation 
enables us to utilize not only two-dimensional reliabil- 
ity (i.e., corner point matching) but also directional 
reliability. Moreover, since parameterized block cor- 
relation provides continuous measure with respect to 
the epipolar parameters, we can easily incorporate ro- 
bust regression techniques (e.g., M-estimator) into our 
estimation process. 

2.2 Formulation 
Fig. 5 depicts epipolar geometry that exists be- 

tween two projections of a single rigid object from 
different viewpoints. In Fig. 5, the C1 and C2 in- 
dicate the optical centers of cameras. Let M, ml = 
( s ~ , y l ) ~  and m2 = ( 2 2 , ~ ~ ) ~  be a single point in 
three-dimensional space and its projected points on 
the different image planes. The epipolar geometry be- 
tween ml and m2 is represented by a 3x3 fundamental 
matrix[lO] F as follows. 

1ii2~Frrll = 0 ,  (1) 
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seven parameters as equation (5) 

F(e, e, H ) =  

) 
- ( -v<,  + " " r , )  

-, " / r 2  + I < ,  

( ( Y ? ,  : : > J , , )  ( , v r l  ; < r , , , )  - ( c v , ,  + # c z ) v , l  + ( " . v . ,  + ~ J F ~ ) J P ,  

(5) 
The  epipolar geometry estimation now becomes the 
problem of estimating these seven parameters2. We 
will show the algorithm to solve the seven-parameter 
problem in the next section. 

3 Estimation Algorithm 
The epipolar constraint estimation scheme is based 

on the sum of absolute difference (SAD) block match- 
ing criterion, which uses a 16 x 16 pixels square block. 
In SAD calculation, the best match displacement ( p ,  q )  
and its surrounding 3 x 3 positions' SAD measures 
are registered. Using these registered data, we ap- 
ply Beaudet's differential operator to the surrounding 
SAD values(see [ll] for detail). Thus, we can approx- 
imate the SAD measures at the (2,j) th block as ex- 
pressed by the quadratic function: 

( 6 )  
q%,J)(% U )  = E(P> Q) + p u  - P )  + +ggw + $9 + &(U -p)(v - q) , 

- 4)  

where ( U ,  w) is the parameter of the function and de- 
notes the motion vector of block correlation. 

image plane 1 image plane 2 

Figure 5: Epipolar geometry 

where mi and m 2  denote homogeneous coordinate 
representation of ml and m2 such that m l  = 
(xi, y1, l)T and m2 = (52, yz., l).T . The fundamen- 
tal matrix F is defined by intrinsic parameters (which 
represent the origin of the image plane, the image co- 
ordinate axes, and sampling rate of the imaging de- 
vice), the rotation and translation of the cameras. 

Let us suppose that the F is known but m2 and M 
are unknown. We can find the line 12 on which m2 
exists as follows. 

where x = ( ~ , y ) ~ .  We call the line 12 the epipolar 
line corresponding to  the point m l .  Thus, given the 
F, we can obtain the epipolar line for every point on 
the image plane. 

Next, let us introduce epipolar transformation. 
Epipolar transformation is defined by the transforma- 
tion of the epipoles and the epipolar lines between the 
two different images. The epipoles are intersections 
of all epipolar lines. Let el and e2 be the epipoles in 
image 1 and image 2, respectively, and let H be the 
2x2 matrix that maps the epipolar lines in images 1 
to the epipolar lines in image 2. This is called the 
homography matrix. 

The epipolar line corresponding to  point ml in im- 
age 1 is represented as follows by using a scale param- 
eter s. 

12 : e 2  + sH(m1 - e l )  (3) 

Thus the epipolar transformation is defined by the fol- 
lowing seven parameters (xe l ,  yel , x,, , yez, a ,  b and 
4. 

el = (xe1 Yel IT, e2 = ( Z e z  I Y e 2  IT, H = (: k )  . 

We can rewrite the fundamental matrix by using these 
(4) 

image 1 ,__________ ..... ... .. .......... ........... ...... 

(o'o) horizontal displacement 

(a) Block search. (b) SAD surface. 

Figure 6: Building SAD surface 

The quadratic function is the second order Taylor 
series expansion of the SAD measure, where we as- 
sume it has a parabolic surface as depicted in Fig. 6. 
We call the quadratic function value a parameterized 
block correlation[ll]. Since the absolute luminance d- 
ifference is represented by the sum of parameterized 
block correlations, we can estimate the epipolar ge- 
ometry by minimizing the sum of parameterized block 
correlations. 

Letting bi,j be the left-upper point of the ( i , j ) t h  
block, the local motion vector ( U ,  U) of the correspond- 
ing point, which must be on the epipolar line, is con- 
strained by the following equation: 

~ 

'Further discussions on the epipolar geometry can be found 
in [lo]. 
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Figure 7: Energy on the epipolar line. 

where V = ( ~ , v , l ) ~ .  Therefore, the quadrat- 
ic function E( , , j ) (u ,  v) can be re-parameterized as 
ET:;) ( e l ,  e2, H )  by the seven epipolar geometry pa- 
rameters Unlike the ( U ,  v)-parameterization, we must 
consider the minimum E(a, j ) (u ,  v) along the epipo- 
lar line. Fig. 7 depicts the relationship between 

We can obtain the seven epipolar parameters by 
E(a,j)(u, v) and E;:;)(elie21H). 

minimizing the following equation: 

E ( e 1 , e 2 , H )  = C E & z q ; ) ( e l , e z , H )  9 (8) 
w 

which is equivalent to the absolute luminance dif- 
ference between two images, with respect to seven 
epipolar geometry parameters. Since ET:;)() is a 
nonlinear function, we apply a nonlinear robust re- 
gression technique to  the seven-parameter estimation. 
For the nonlinear minimization we adopt a trust re- 
gion method[l2], which is a type of second derivative 
met hod. 

In applying the robust regression, we discard irrel- 
evant block matching. The irrelevancy is due to  the 
two-dimensional correspondence problem. We can dis- 
criminate outliers in terms of E;:;,(), which indicates 
degree of agreement to the estimated epipolar geome- 
try. Please recall that we minimize the sum of ET:;)(), 
accordingly, we can statistically treat the outlier rejec- 
tion in the framework of M-estimation(71, in which we 
re-formalize Eq. (8) as 

~ ' ( e 1 7 e 2 , ~ )  = C w a j ~ ; ; i ) ( e l ; e 2 7 ~ )  (9) 
2 > 3  

where w , ~  is a weight coefficient depending on the val- 
ue of ET:;,(). 

4 Multi-viewpoint Image Coding 
As mentioned in the introduction, we compress the 

multi-viewpoint images (MV images) with the epipo- 
lar motion compensation shown in Fig. 4. As illustrat- 
ed in Fig 2, a camera moves on a sphere and always 
looks at the center of the sphere, where an object is 
placed. We represent a viewpoint as ( p , e ) ,  where p 

0 P - 

Similar Images Similar Images 

Figure 8: Images in two-dimensional space 
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and 6 indicate the camera's horizontal rotation and 
vertical rotation. We control the viewpoint roughly in 
our system(Fig. 1); in other words, the system is not 
designed to accurately control the viewpoints. Thus, 
we don't know the exact viewpoint (p ,  e )  of each im- 
age. Furthermore, we don't know the exact intrinsic 
parameters of the camera. Therefore, we must esti- 
mate the epipolar constraint between two images from 
the image themselves. 

Since we roughly know the viewpoints ( p ,  e )  of im- 
ages in our system, we associate the captured images 
to  the two dimensional p - 8  parameter space as shown 
in Fig. 8. In the p - 8 parameter space, we group the 
adjacent images into clusters. Each cluster consists 
of one intra-frame coded image, which is used as the 
reference for prediction, and inter-frame coded images 
with reference to the intra-frame coded image (Fig. 4) 
The intra-frame coded image is encoded by a block- 
based DCT coding scheme, i.e., MPEG-4 3 ,  The inter- 
frame coded images, on the other hand, are coded by 
modified MPEG-4; the modification is only motion es- 
timation and compensation part(i.e., changes from Fig 
3 to Fig 4). 

For the inter-frame coding, we first estimate the 
epipolar geometry between the intra- and inter- coded 
images. Next, we search the best block match along 
the estimated epipolar line as shown in Fig 4. Final- 
ly, the displacement along the epipolar line and the 
difference of luminance are encoded. Thus, we uti- 
lize epipolar geometry as a more advanced prediction 
model to achieve higher coding efficiency. Specifically, 
the epipolar constraint eliminates the necessity for the 
two-dimensional motion vectors needed by the conven- 

3This is because the authors are in MPEG-4 standardization 
activity. 
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Figure 9: Images used in the experiments. 

tional predictive coding scheme. 

5 Experimental Results 
We applied the proposed epipolar geometry estima- 

tion method to the compression of MV images using 
the coding scheme described in Section 4. Fig. 9 shows 
three test objects. Three experiments are conducted 
under the following conditions. 

Experiment 1 : Inter-viewpoint coding 

Experiment 2 : Inter-viewpoint coding + optimiza- 
tion of intra-coded frame selection 

Experiment 3 : Inter-viewpoint coding + optimiza- 
tion of intra-coded frame selection + epipolar mo- 
tion compensation 

Roughly speaking, 100 viewpoint images were se- 
lected as intra-coded frame from 1500 viewpoint im- 
ages, and the reset(i.e., adjacent viewpoint images) 
were coded as inter-coded frame. Since coding effi- 
ciency is affected by that prediction structure, which is 
selection of intra-coded frame, we optimized the selec- 
tion by an annealing method in Experiment 2. Then 
we applied epipolar motion compensation in Experi- 
ment 3. 

Table 1: Experimental results (average Kbit/frame). 
I I Box I House I Lion I 

Experiment 1 I 22.8 I 25.6 I 15.1 
ExDeriment 2 I 18.2 I 21.7 I 11.4 

I I Experiment 3 I 17.8 I 21.6 I 11.2 I 

Tab.1 shows the experimental results, where we can 
summarize as follows. In Experiment 2, MV images 
were coded at 20 Kbit/frame in average. That cor- 
responds to  1:80 compression ratio. In Experiment 
2, the optimization worked well and compression ra- 
tio attained to 1:llO. In Experiment 3, the epipolar 
motion compensation improved the coding efficiency 
about 2%, ,where compression ratio attained to 1:112. 

6 Conclusion 
We have proposed a robust and accurate epipo- 

lar geometry estimation for compact representation 
of multi-viewpoint images. The use of parameterized 
block correlation, which represent local absolute lu- 
minance difference, allows us to evaluate matching 
reliability in sub-pixel precision and reject outliers 
without any heuristics. The point i s  that we do not 
need the correct sets of feature point correspondence. 
We demonstrated the advantages of our estimation 
method by applying it t o  multi-viewpoint image cod- 
ing. According to the results, more than 1000 im- 
ages(i.e., 300-500 Mbytes images) are encoded into 3-5 
Mbytes. 
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